
The Executive team at Intelling has over 50 years 

collective experience in the outsourcing industry bringing 

specialist skills and knowledge in the telecommunications, 

utilities, gaming, financial services and energy sectors. 

Expertise spans media communications, direct and digital 

marketing, customer acquisition, operational delivery and 

performance optimization. These skills combined with 

leading industry compliance and quality measures provides 

peace of mind that the client’s brand is in safe hands.

Scenario

Intelling approached a Mitel partner to supply the voice 

and dialer technology as a startup outsource contact 

center with 12 staff and a brief to expand rapidly.

The system needed to provide Intelling with a way to 

rapidly set up and operate outbound telesales campaigns 

for its clients each with its own rules for contact strategy 

and reporting and each with a unique outbound caller ID 

to represent their client’s brand.

The system also needed to provide the capability to 

integrate into a browser to screen-pop a custom designed 

script for the agent to discuss the client’s value proposition.

All calls are recorded for quality control.

Clearly defined career paths
Creating staff that put value on people and the individual skills they bring. The Technology 
platform drives the business with rapid campaign design and gives Intelling a global reach. 
Intelling’s unique ‘clever communication’ strategy ensures they acquire, care for and retain their 
clients customers by building both trust and attachment to client brands whilst working together 
with clients to create long term profitable relationships. 

Intelling
Intelling’s Southmoor House facility is new generation of purpose built contact 
center that lives and breathes each client’s brand, in an environment that 
engages and nurtures staff.
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Proposal

The vendor proposed the MiVoice Office 250 as the PBX 

Platform, with MiContact Center Office (CSM) to provide 

ACD management information, Mitel Phone Manager 

for CRM integration and MiContact Center Campaign 

Manager as the outbound dialler engine.

Solution

The vendor worked with Intelling to implement the MiVoice 

Office 250 and which included the ability to specify the 

outgoing caller ID based on their client’s campaign. 

Intelling’s IT department supplied the servers required 

to support MiContact Center Office (CSM) and Mitel  

Communication Service (MCS) for Phone Manager.

MiContact Center Centre Campaign Manager was 

deployed both to manage outbound campaigns and to 

blend inbound calls to the same campaign.

Mitel Phone Manager was critical in popping the correct 

CRM script for the staff, setting the outcome disposition 

codes for the calls and improving team work productivity. 

Intelling team leaders review the scheduled daily staff 

productivity reports generated  by MiContact Centre Office 

(CSM) and use wallboards to drive sales performance in real 

time. Intelling’s contact centre manager Nicola Sharrock 

quickly acquired the skills to create and manage campaigns 

using MiContact Center Campaign Manager and a pilot 

campaign with 5 agents was set up. Intelling then went ‘live’ 

with their first client and the business was launched. 

After the initial installation and setup Intelling has since 

developed into a leading UK outsource contact center with 

180 full time staff making 70,000 outbound calls per day 

and supported by Mitel’s vendor backed by Mitel.

“Having experience with various 

predictive dialers I would not hesitate to 

recommend MiContact Center Campaign 

Manager for its simplicity and flexibility 

and how by design it provides compliance 

with government regulations”

Nicola Sharrock, Contact Centre Manager

“We found the MiVoice Office 250 to be a 

reliable and flexible PBX and Mitel Phone 

Manager is ideal for us to quickly set up a 

campaign for a new client. This rapid campaign 

setup capability provides us with an opportunity 

to ‘pilot’ campaigns for prospective clients and 

this gives us a great competitive advantage”

Phil Morgan, CEO


